In authoritarian regimes, courts are often seen as tools of the autocrats, while lawyers are perceived as powerless. We challenge these assumptions by examining the role of criminal defense lawyers in China. Analyzing an original database of drug cases in Chinese criminal courts from 2014 to 2018, we find that the presence of criminal defense lawyers significantly increases the likelihood of judges rejecting prosecutors' arguments by 3.6 times and deviating from recommended sentences by 2 times. These findings suggest that legal representation has a notable impact on judicial decisions in relatively less politically sensitive cases and that lawyers can encourage judge-prosecutor disagreement. Using original interviews, detailed readings of lawyers' effective arguments and structural topic modeling, we demonstrate that the quality of legal representation is crucial in understanding lawyers' effectiveness in influencing court decisions. These results contribute to our understanding of authoritarian politics, showcasing how non-state agents such as lawyers can exert influence within state institutions.
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